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“The takeover of Tesco Opticians by Vision Express at the
end of 2017 marks a major change, injecting a ‘big 3’

opticians’ brand into more than 200 supermarket sites.
Online sales of glasses remain relatively under-developed
compared with other retail sectors, but will grow, helped

by better technology which helps online shoppers visualise
the appearance and fit of glasses.”

– Jane Westgarth, Senior Retail Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• What are the implications of opticians moving into supermarkets?
• Is falling footfall in town centres affecting opticians?
• Is online taking a greater market share of optical goods?

Retail optics continues to be concentrated into the hands of a small number of large multiple groups.
Specsavers is by far the largest chain in the UK and has expanded to some 800 outlets. But facing a
shortage of new towns for further growth in the UK, Specsavers is extending its reach by adding shop-
in-shops at Sainsbury’s supermarkets as well as by expanding into healthcare services. The second
largest, Boots, is a major force in optical goods, but growth has stalled as Boots has lacked innovation
and investment in its optical chain. Vision Express has been growing through acquisition, most notably
with the takeover of Tesco Opticians, a move which has added some 210 outlets in one year.
Meanwhile Luxottica, a major supplier of spectacle frames and owner of the leading sunglasses brands,
already runs David Clulow, and the Sunglass Hut chain has extended its reach by opening in-store
opticians at John Lewis. Almost 100 independents have been attracted to form joint venture
partnerships with the rapidly expanding Hakim Group, retaining their local identities but benefiting from
greater buying power and organised marketing.

A handful of online players are operating in this market, but their market share remains fairly low
because the majority of shoppers value being able to try on in-store and to have their glasses fitted by
a professional. Luxottica has merged with Essilor, bringing together two industry giants and creating a
wide-ranging supplier to opticians. Essilor has made several acquisitions of online sellers, as the
company is determined to play a leading role in the online selling of spectacles and contact lenses.
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Specsavers reaches 800 outlets

Other growth retailers

Frame styling and virtual try-on

Specsavers is by far the largest group
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Figure 32: Total above-the-line, online display and direct mail advertising expenditure on opticians, 2014-18
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Figure 33: Boots, television advert, 2019

Figure 34: Breakdown of top five optical goods advertisers’ above-the-line, online display and direct mail advertising expenditure,
2014-18

Television accounts for 33% of spending
Figure 35: Advertising spend by opticians, by media, 2018

Nielsen Ad Intel coverage

Brand map
Figure 36: Attitudes towards and usage of selected brands, December 2018

Key brand metrics
Figure 37: Key metrics for selected brands, December 2018

Clulow commands a premium
Figure 38: Attitudes, by brand, December 2018

Specsavers stands out as a fun brand
Figure 39: Brand personality – Macro image, December 2018

Specsavers is authoritative
Figure 40: Brand personality – Micro image, December 2018

Brand analysis

Specsavers is an outstanding brand, with broad appeal
Figure 41: User profile of Specsavers, December 2018

Boots has a strong overall image
Figure 42: User profile of Boots Opticians, December 2018

Asda Opticians captures a broad range of customers
Figure 43: User profile of Asda Opticians, December 2018

Vision Express appeals to affluent customers
Figure 44: User profile of Vision Express, December 2018

David Clulow appeals to wealthy young adults
Figure 45: User profile of David Clulow, December 2018

48% had an eye test in the last year

Six in 10 wear glasses

Specsavers captures 45% of purchasers

Independents popular with over-65s while online shoppers are young

Fashion retailers popular for sunglasses

Variety of factors influence choice of optician

Online services are important

Awareness of healthcare will keep people returning to opticians

Potential to encourage people to try contact lenses

Attitudes towards buying glasses online

16-34s will pay extra for brands

Brand Research

The Consumer – What You Need to Know
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People don’t feel bad about shopping around

Almost half of adults had an eye test in 2018
Figure 46: Usage of eye and hearing services in the last 12 months, November 2017 and December 2018

Hearing tests show a bias towards over-65s

Higher percentage have eye tests over age 45
Figure 47: Eye tests, hearing tests and laser eye surgery, by age, December 2018

Those with the healthiest finances more likely to have eye examinations
Figure 48: Eye tests in the last 12 months, by financial situation, December 2018

Glasses are the most popular type of eyewear
Figure 49: Wearers of prescription glasses, contact lenses and sunglasses, December 2018

More than two thirds of over-45s use prescription eyewear
Figure 50: Wearers of any prescription eyewear, by age, December 2018

42% wear one type of eyewear

A third of glasses wearers bought in the last year
Figure 51: Purchases of eyewear and hearing aids in the last 12 months, December 2018

Figure 52: Purchases of prescription eyewear, by age, December 2018

Specsavers captures 45% of purchasers

Independents attract older shoppers

Internet shoppers are younger and wealthier
Figure 53: Retailers used for prescription eyewear, December 2018

Clothing retailers popular for fashion eyewear
Figure 54: Retailers used for fashion eyewear, December 2018

Low prices and special offers capture attention

Well-equipped test rooms

Reminders are a call to action

Online services are important

Designer brands attract younger shoppers

Styling technology
Figure 55: Factors influencing choice of opticians, December 2018

Attitudes towards eye tests

Eye Tests and Hearing Tests

Wearers of Glasses, Contact Lenses and Sunglasses

Purchases in the Last 12 Months

Retailers Used for Prescription Eyewear

Retailers Used for Fashion Eyewear

Factors Influencing Choice of Opticians

Attitudes Regarding Opticians and Eyewear
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Self-testing for eyes appeals to younger adults

Strong health associations
Figure 56: Attitudes regarding opticians and eyewear, December 2018

Attitudes regarding contact lenses and laser surgery

54% don’t think contact lenses are suitable for everyone

16-34s show an interest in laser

Contact lenses have a ‘fiddly’ image
Figure 57: Attitudes regarding opticians and eyewear, contact lenses, December 2018

Attitudes towards buying glasses online

Younger shoppers most likely to rate glasses bought online

25-34s understand that online shopping could save money

80% feel it is important to have glasses fitted professionally
Figure 58: Attitudes regarding opticians and eyewear, online shopping for glasses, December 2018

Attitudes towards brands, style and shopping around

Younger shoppers will pay more for brands

Style matters more than price

It is OK to shop around
Figure 59: Attitudes regarding opticians and eyewear, price, brand and shopping around, December 2018

Abbreviations

Consumer research methodology

Forecast methodology

Appendix – Data Sources, Abbreviations and Supporting Information

Appendix – Market Size and Forecast
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